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ABSTRACT

Q1 The B[e] phenomenon is defined as the simultaneous presence of low-excitation forbidden line emission and
strong infrared excess in the spectra of early-type stars. It was discovered in our Galaxy 30 years ago in the course of
the early exploration of the infrared sky and initially identified in 65 Galactic objects, of which nearly half remained
unclassified. The phenomenon is associated with objects at different evolutionary stages, ranging from the preYmain-
sequence to the planetary nebula stage. We review the studies of both the original 65 and subsequently identified
Galactic stars with the B[e] phenomenon. A new classification is proposed for stars with the B[e] phenomenon based
on the time of dust formation in their environments. Properties of the unclassified Galactic B[e] stars are analyzed.
We propose that these objects are binary systems that are currently undergoing or have recently undergone a phase of
rapid mass exchange, associated with a strong mass loss and dust formation. A new name, FS CMa stars, and
classification criteria are proposed for the unclassified B[e] stars.

Subject headinggs: circumstellar matter — stars: early-type — stars: emission-line, Be

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the first discoveries of infrared (IR) astronomy, in-
troduced in the 1960s, was a large class of object, initially called
‘‘infrared stars.’’ These stars exhibit a definite excess of IR ra-
diation above the expected photospheric level. Most of them are
associated with nebulosities and were initially, although not
firmly, suggested to be protostars (Low et al. 1970). One of their
first noticed propertieswas a correlation between the low-excitation
Fe ii line emission and IR excess (Geisel 1970). It was interpreted as
a consequence of a large-scale mass loss that leads to rapid dust
formation in the circumstellar (CS) envelopes.

Soon it was realized that �30% of the 70 objects reported by
Geisel (1970) are indeed young stars, surrounded by dust from
their protostellar clouds. Another�40% turned out to be evolved
objects, such as supergiants (e.g., P Cyg, � Cep), planetary neb-
ulae (PNe; e.g., NGC 7027, NGC 6572), and symbiotic stars
(e.g., R Aqr) that indeed formed CS dust at different evolutionary
stages (e.g., the asymptotic giant branch [AGB] stage or the lu-
minous blue variable [LBV] stage). The remaining 30% comprised
classical Be stars with gaseous-only envelopes and six other objects
(MWC 17, FS CMa, RY Sct, MWC 342, MWC 349, and MWC
645), which a few years later were included in the group of peculiar
Be stars, better known as B[e] stars (Allen & Swings 1976).

Further expansion of IR astronomy toward longer wave-
lengths along with the development of the theoretical foundation
of star formation and evolution have led to the finding of many
more stars with CS dusty envelopes, as well as to a clear under-
standing of their evolutionary state and the CS dust nature. It was
established that both early- and late-type emission-line stars with
large IR excesses located in star-forming regions (Herbig Ae/Be
[HAeBe] and T Tauri stars, respectively) are preYmain-sequence
objects of different initial masses. Later the IRAS mission dis-
covered young main-sequence Vega-type stars with dusty debris
disks (Aumann 1985) and protoYplanetary nebulae (PPNe) at an
intermediate evolutionary stage between the AGB and the PN
stage (e.g., van der Veen et al. 1989). Both of these types of ob-
jects were found to inherit CS dust from their precursors (HAeBe
and AGB stars, respectively). Even earlier, it was shown that CS
dust can be formed in the chromospheres and winds of cool stars

(e.g., Salpeter 1974). Also, studies of hot luminous dusty objects
(WR stars and LBVs) resulted in understanding that CS dust can
be formed even in much harsher (e.g., more dust-destroying UV
radiation), but special (e.g., high matter density due to strong
mass loss and/or clumping), conditions (e.g., van der Hucht et al.
1984).

The described progress in understanding of the CS dust for-
mation and evolution around various objects became possible
due to long-term careful studies of individual groups of objects
both observationally and theoretically. On this background, it is
clearly visible that our understanding of one group, the B[e]
stars, progressedmuch slower. In this paper we summarize major
points of its investigation, discuss its place in the current picture of
stellar evolution, and suggest a new approach to its further studies.

2. B[e] STARS IN THE 20th CENTURY

B[e] stars were selected as emission-line B-type stars with
large IR excesses due to hot CS dust and optical spectra that con-
tain forbidden emission lines (e.g., [O i], [Fe ii], [N ii], and
sometimes [O iii]) in addition to permitted ones, such as the
Balmer and Fe ii lines (Allen & Swings 1976). The discoverers
found that the group-defining features are characteristic of a broad
range of objects fromBe stars to PNe. They suggested threemecha-
nisms to explain the CS shell formation: ‘‘formation of PNe as a
single event, interaction of an OB star with a late-type companion
and direct ejection from a particularly massive Be or Oe star.’’

Follow-up studies confirmed that all the proposed mecha-
nisms work: PNe, symbiotic binaries, and supergiants (including
an LBV, � Carinae) have been recognized among the group ob-
jects. PreYmain-sequence HAeBe were not supposed to be part
of the group, but a few of them were later identified in the origi-
nal B[e] star list (Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984). Also nearly half
of the group has been associated neither with known types of
stellar objects nor with known evolutionary stages due to the fol-
lowing reasons. B[e] stars are often significantly reddened in the
optical range [E(B� V ) � 1 mag], and the reddening removal is
uncertain because of the unknown relative contribution of the CS
and interstellar (IS) extinction. Photospheric lines have not been
detected in the spectra of many B[e] stars even at high resolution.
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Therefore, their luminosities and spectral types are highly uncertain.
As a result, the location in the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram (HRD)
and the evolutionary state cannot be well constrained. B[e] stars
were mostly studied as individual objects and not as a group, prob-
ably due to the initially suggested heterogeneity. Even the discovery
of B[e] supergiants in theMagellanic Clouds (Zickgraf et al. 1985,
1986) has not triggeredmore interest in B[e] stars in the community.

2.1. B[e] Stars in the IRAS and MSX Surveys

The IRAS survey detected Galactic B[e] stars from the original
list of Allen & Swings (1976) in one or more photometric bands
(44 out of the 65 objects were detected even at 60 �m). Fluxes
fromonly three objects (GGCar, Hen 3-230, andHen 3-485)were
not accurately measured due to their location in crowded regions.
Nevertheless, in contrast to the IRAS results for other stellar
groups with CS envelopes, these data have not been analyzed
for the entire group of B[e] stars until recently.

An IRAS color-color diagram for B[e] stars is shown in Figure 1.
Its striking feature, first noticed by Sheikina et al. (2000), is that a
number of B[e] stars (within the dashed box) with no evidence for
dominating cool companions are characterized by a steep flux de-
crease toward longer wavelengths. Such an IR spectral energy
distribution (SED) is unusual for hot stars that emit enough UV
photons to warm even distant CS dust and indicates that the dusty
envelopes are compact (see discussion in x 3.2).

Unfortunately, due to a wide aperture of the IRAS detectors at
60 �m and the presence of contaminating radiation from IS dust
(IR cirrus) that is especially strong near the Galactic plane, where
the majority of B[e] stars are located, the 60 �m IRAS fluxes
cannot be considered reliable in some cases. Nevertheless, there are
enoughB[e] starswith point-sourceYlike 60�mimages orwith def-
initely weak 60�mfluxes to recognize the importance of the group
in the dashed box.

In 1996 theMSX survey of the Galactic plane ( bj j � 5
�
) in six

IR bands at wavelengths between 4 and 21 �m and with a sen-

sitivity similar to that of IRAS detected 52 B[e] stars (Egan et al.
2003). The MSX fluxes turned out to be very similar to those of
IRAS at close wavelengths, thus indicating no significant changes
in the dusty component of the B[e] star envelopes over the 13 years
between the surveys. B[e] stars are not well separated on MSX
color-color diagramsbecause of a narrowwavelength range covered.

2.2. Other Sources of Galactic B[e] Stars

In their search for dusty B-type stars, Allen & Swings (1976)
have surveyed only the brightest objects and/or those with the
strongest line emission.Thenear-IRbrightness threshold (K � 8mag)
was good at the time, but not deep enough for a more complete
search. Nevertheless, there were no direct attempts to expand the
list of Galactic B[e] stars, and only two papers turned out to con-
tain new candidates to the group.
Carlson & Henize (1979) presented a list of 20 southern stars

with strong line emission in the optical region. It partially over-
lapped with the original list of B[e] stars (two common objects,
CPD �52 9243 and GG Car). Another object (HD 327083)
was later shown to be a binary system with a B[e] supergiant
(Miroshnichenko et al. 2003b). Another important list was pub-
lished by Dong & Hu (1991), who positionally cross-correlated
the catalog of Galactic early-type emission-line stars (Wackerling
1970) and the IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC; IPAC 1986).
These authors found nearly 200 objects with strong IR excesses
(V � ½25� � 8 mag, where [25] is the magnitude in the 25 �m
IRAS band). The list included 12 original B[e] stars (� Car, RY
Sct, CI Cam, FS CMa, HD 50138, HD 87643, MWC 342,MWC
623, MWC 645, MWC 922, AS 222, and AS 225) and five ob-
jects that were later identified as B[e] stars (AS 78, AS 381, Hen
3-298, Hen 3-303, and MWC 657; Miroshnichenko et al. 2002a).
Also, Dong & Hu (1991) have identified all three B[e] objects
from Carlson & Henize (1979) mentioned above. On the other
hand, �30% of the IR sources were identified incorrectly by
Dong & Hu (1991) due to a low positional accuracy of the IRAS
PSC (1000Y3000). It can easily be shown using recently released all-
sky data catalogs (e.g., USNO-B1.0 and 2MASS) with a much
higher astrometric accuracy (100Y200). In any case, these studies
showed that the B[e] group is larger than the original list by Allen
& Swings (1976).

2.3. First Classification of B[e] Stars

Summarizing the first 20 years of studies of B[e] stars, Lamers
et al. (1998, hereafter L98) suggested an evolutionary classification
by recognizing five subgroups: preYmain-sequence HAeB[e] stars,
symbiotic binaries (a cool giant and a white dwarf or a neutron star,
symbB[e]), compact PPNe/PNe (cPNB[e]), supergiant (sgB[e]),
and unclassified (unclB[e]). L98 concluded that the B[e] phe-
nomenon is associated with stars at very different evolutionary
stages, but with similar conditions in their gaseous and dusty en-
velopes. These conditions include (1) a large emission measure
of singly ionized gas (EM � 1056 cm�3) to account for the pres-
ence of strong Balmer lines; (2) CS gas temperatures of �104 K
to account for the presence of low-excitation permitted emission
lines, such as Fe ii; and (3) large geometrical extension of the CS
material that provides a sufficient amount of gas to account for
the presence of forbidden emission lines and a sufficient density
in its outermost regions to account for the presence of CS dust.
L98 also pointed out that the CS envelope geometry is most
probably disklike, which naturally provides conditions for a high
density of the CS material and, as a consequence, for shielding
of CS dust from the ionizing stellar radiation. This paper also con-
tains identification criteria for each of the B[e] subgroups, except

Fig. 1.— IRAS color-color diagram for B[e] stars. Open circles: well-established
FS CMa stars and sgB[e] from Allen & Swings (1976); open squares: well-estab-
lished FS CMa stars and sgB[e] from Dong & Hu (1991); plus signs: candidate FS
CMa stars with typical 60 �m fluxes from Table 2; filled upward-pointing triangles:
symbB[e]; filled downward-pointing triangles: HAeB[e]; filled squares: cPNB[e].
The dashed box shows the most probable location of FS CMa stars.
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for the unclB[e] stars, whose nature and evolutionary state have
not been revealed.

L98 became the primary reference for studies of objects with
the B[e] phenomenon. Nevertheless, their analysis has not led to
identification of new such objects. Also, L98 have not consid-
ered the possible nature of unclB[e] in detail. They only dis-
cussed two objects with nebulae (MWC 349 and HD 87643) and
two objects without nebulae (FS CMa and HD 50138), trying to
summarize the existing data and classify them as either HAeB[e],
extreme classical Be, ormassive evolved objects.Moreover, neither
L98 nor other studies, published before 2000, have analyzed the IR
SEDs of B[e] stars and considered reasons for dust formation as a
classification criterion.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF B[e] STARS BASED
ON THE DUST FORMATION TIME

Let us consider the nature of CS dust in the subgroups of B[e]
stars suggested by L98. CS dust is derived from the previous gen-
erations of stars in HAeB[e] (i.e., has protostellar nature). In
cPNB[e], it is left from the previous AGB evolutionary stage. There-
fore, objects of these two subgroups are not directly responsible for
the dust formation.

In symbB[e], CS dust is formed in the ejecta of cool giants, as in
AGB stars. In sgB[e], which are very luminous objects with ex-
tremely dense radiatively drivenwinds, dust can be formed due to the
presence of heavy elements produced in their interiors and self-
shielding of parts of their winds (e.g., due to clumping) fromdust-
destroyingUVradiation. This is similar to the situation inWRstars
and LBVs. Finally, as shown in x 4, it is very likely that the CS dust
formation either is ongoing or has recently ended in unclB[e].

Therefore, two large classes of stars with the B[e] phenome-
non can be recognized depending on the CS dust formation time:
ongoing/recent formation and formation during previous stage(s)

of evolution. Among the dust-forming objects, symbB[e] seem
to be different from sgB[e] and unclB[e]. In symbB[e], we deal
with strong mass loss from Roche lobe filling cool companions
in close binary systems (see Zamanov et al. 2006), conditions in
whose CS envelopes may be very similar to those in dust-forming
AGB stars. In sgB[e] and unclB[e], the B-type star/companion
seems to be responsible for mass loss, and it is not obvious whether
known binary systems of these two subgroups are contact (with the
exception of RYSct). Therefore, we argue that sgB[e] and unclB[e]
represent a distinct group of dust-forming hot stars.

3.1. High-Luminosity Dust-forming B[e] Stars

Although a few sgB[e] were introduced by Allen & Swings
(1976), they were shown to be a large group in the Magellanic
Clouds by Zickgraf et al. (1986). L98 listed all sgB[e] in the
LMC/SMC (15 objects; for a recent review see also Zickgraf
2006) and suggested two most probable Galactic sgB[e] candi-
dates (CPD�52 9243 and GG Car) and three unclear ones (HD
87643, MWC 300, and MWC 349).

Two other objects from the original list of B[e] stars, RY Sct
(see Men’shchikov & Miroshnichenko 2005) and 3 Pup (Stee
et al. 2004), have also been shown to be supergiants. A fewmore
objects have recently been added to the Galactic population
of sgB[e]: Hen 3-1398 (Miroshnichenko et al. 2001), AS 381
(Miroshnichenko et al. 2002c), HD 327083 (Miroshnichenko
et al. 2003b), and Hen 3-298 (Miroshnichenko et al. 2005). The
luminosity of MWC 300 was better constrained (see Table 1),
and so was its sgB[e] status. On the other hand, the status of
MWC349 (for different opinions see Hofmann et al. 2002;Meyer
et al. 2002) is still uncertain. Also, luminosities of CI Cam, GG
Car, CPD�52 9243, CPD�57 2874, and MWC 137, which have
been considered to be high-luminosity objects, need further
refinement.

TABLE 1

FS CMa Stars and Galactic B[e] Supergiants with Known Fundamental Parameters

Name

(1)

IRAS

(2)

V

(3)

log TeA
(4)

log (L=L�)

(5)

D

( kpc)

(6)

E tot
B�V

(7)

H�

(8)
(8)

References

(9)

AS 78 ............................................... 03549+5602 11.2Y11.4 4.23 3.9�0.1 2.5 0.90 115 1

CI Cam............................................. 04156+5552 9.0Y11.6 4.40 4.5�0.5 1.5 1.10 250a 2, 3

AS 119 ............................................. 06070�0938 12.3Y13.1 4.26 3.4�0.1 2.4 0.85 115�20 4, 5

FS CMa............................................ 06259�1301 6.9Y8.8 4.34 3.5�0.4 0.5 0.20 170 4, 6

HD 50138 ........................................ 06491�0654 6.5Y6.8 4.12 2.9�0.2 0.3 0.15 60 4, 6

AS 160 ............................................. 07370�2438 10.9 4.35 4.0�0.1 3.5 0.73 250 4, 7

Hen 140............................................ 08128�5000 10.1 4.2 3.1�0.2 2.0 0.30 8

Hen 298*.......................................... 09350�5314 11.4: 4.3 5.1: 4.0 1.70 330 9

HD 85567 ........................................ 09489�6044 8.6 4.26 4.0�0.3 1.5 0.40 31 8

HD 327083* .................................... 17117�4016 9.7 4.30 5.0�0.4 1.5 1.80 36 10

Hen 1398*........................................ 17213�3841 10.6 4.47 5.3�0.2 3.3 1.10 53 8

MWC 300* ...................................... 18267�0606 11.5Y11.7 4.25 5.1�0.1 1.8 1.20 140�10 11

MWC 623 ........................................ 19545+3058 10.5Y10.9 4.24 3.7�0.4 2.4 1.40 122�5 12

AS 381* ........................................... 20047+3305 14.4 4.28 4.9�0.2 4.0 2.20 �85 13

MWC 342 ........................................ 20212+3920 10.2Y10.9 4.40 4.1�0.4 1.0 1.40 200�15 14

V669 Cep......................................... 22248+6058 12.0Y12.4 4.10 2.7�0.3 1.0 0.90 67Y186 15

MWC 657 ........................................ 22407+6008 12.3Y12.9 4.35 3.7�0.3 2.0 1.60 180 1

Notes.—Col. (1): Object names; sgB[e] are shown with an asterisk. Col. (2): Their IRAS IDs. Col. (3): Detected range of visual brightness. Cols. (4) and (5): Surface
temperature and luminosity of the star or the hot companion (in case of known binaries). Col. (6): Distance toward the star / binary. Col. (7): Total (IS plus CS) reddening.
Col. (8): Equivalent width of the H� line. Col. (9): References to the data.

a A typical line strength in the quiescent state; see Clark et al. (2000).
References.—(1) Miroshnichenko et al. 2000; (2) Miroshnichenko et al. 2002b; (3) Robinson et al. 2002; (4) Cidale et al. 2001; (5) Miroshnichenko et al. 2006;

(6) L98; (7) Miroshnichenko et al. 2003a; (8) Miroshnichenko et al. 2001; (9) Miroshnichenko et al. 2005; (10) Miroshnichenko et al. 2003b; (11) Miroshnichenko
et al. 2004; (12) Zickgraf 2001; (13) Miroshnichenko et al. 2002c; (14) Miroshnichenko & Corporon 1999; (15) Miroshnichenko et al. 2002d.
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There are two interesting differences between the sgB[e] of
the Milky Way and those of the Magellanic Clouds. Summarizing
studies of the Galactic sgB[e],Miroshnichenko (2006) showed that
their maximum luminosity is log(L /L�) ¼ 5:1 � 0:2, while half
of the LMC/SMC sgB[e] are more luminous. Also, most of the
members and candidates to the Galactic sgB[e] are either recognized
(RY Sct, CI Cam, HD 327083, and AS 381) or suspected (MWC
300, 3Pup,MWC349,MWC137, andGGCar) binaries,while only
twobinaries have been found among theLMC/SMCsgB[e] (RMC4
and HD 34664; Zickgraf 2006). Both of these features may partially
be selection effects, but they certainly deserve further study.

The mechanisms of the very strong mass loss from sgB[e] are
still unclear (see reviews by Meynet & Maeder 2006; Hillier
2006). However, the locations in the HRD (see Fig. 2 for the
Galactic sgB[e]) indicate that sgB[e] are evolved objects that are
naturally capable of efficiently losing mass. An interesting hy-
pothesis about formation of sgB[e] by mergers in close binaries
was recently suggested by Podsiadlowski et al. (2006). In any
case, sgB[e] seem to expel so much material that dust formation
is definitely possible in their CS envelopes (e.g., Bjorkman 1998;
Kraus & Lamers 2003).

3.2. Nonsupergiant Dust-forming B[e] Stars (FS CMa Stars)

UnclB[e] objects, especially the brightest ones (e.g., FS CMa
and HD 50138), have only been studied in detail individually
with yet controversial conclusions about their nature and evo-
lutionary state. For example, Sitko et al. (1994) argue that FS CMa
is a preYmain-sequence star that experienced evaporation of a
protocomet, responsible for the star’s 15 yr long fading. Herbig
(1994) declines the young age due to its isolation from star-
forming regions. Cidale et al. (2001) try to prove that FS CMa is
a single star based on its fundamental parameters, measuredBalmer
jump, and the absence of companion features in the spectrum. At
the same time, Baines et al. (2006) detected a faint secondary com-

panion in this system using spectroastrometry. A similar discussion
applies to a number of other unclB[e] (e.g., HD 50138, MWC 17,
and MWC 342).
Some progress in studies of unclB[e] was made when Sheikina

et al. (2000) analyzed IRAS colors of B[e] stars. This analysis of
the original B[e] group, as well as of the objects found by Carlson
&Henize (1979) andDong&Hu (1991), promptedMiroshnichenko
et al. (2002a) to suggest a new distinct subgroup of �20 B[e] stars
with a sharp decrease of the IR flux longward of �10Y30 �m
[�0:5� log(F25 /F12)�0:3,�1:1� log(F60 /F25)��0:3,where
F12, F25, and F60 are the fluxes (F�) in the IRAS photometric
bands centered at 12, 25, and 60 �m, respectively; see Fig. 1].
Another distinct feature of this subgroup is extremely strong

emission-line spectra. On average, Balmer lines of its members
are an order of magnitude stronger than those in Be stars and
even in hot supergiants and hypergiants (see Table 1). Initially,
this subgroup included both sgB[e] and unclB[e] and was ten-
tatively called B[e] stars with warm dust (B[e]WD). This name
can be found in the literature since 2002 and is obviously con-
fusing because WD has stood for white dwarfs since long ago.
Time has certainly come to put an end to this confusion.
FS CMa stars are located in a region of the IRAS color-color

diagram mostly occupied by cool dusty stars (such as symbiotic
and VV CepYtype binaries, as well as M-type stars at the AGB).
The latter barely emit UV radiation, which is most efficiently
absorbed by dust. Therefore, they are capable of heating only the
closest dust, even if their envelopes are extended. Hot stars may
heat more distant dust and, as a result, have flatter IR SEDs.
Therefore, spatial distribution of CS dust near FS CMa stars
should sharply fall off with distance (as �r�2 or faster). SED
modeling of some FS CMa stars (Ivezić et al. 1998) showed that
their dusty envelopes are much more compact than those of
young stars, even if the dust is spherically distributed. If the dust
distribution is disklike, which is most likely the case for these
objects (e.g., L98), the envelopes should be even more compact
due to a higher optical depth and lower temperatures of the dust
compared to the spherical case (Miroshnichenko et al. 1999). A
most likely explanation of such a CS dust distribution is recent
formation of the envelopes.
Since the discovery of B[e] stars, FS CMa has been called

a prototype of this kind of object (Allen & Swings 1976; Swings
2006). Its location in the HRD indicates that it is not a supergiant.
Therefore, in order to separate sgB[e] from less luminous objects
within the main sequence, which might have a different nature
of the B[e] phenomenon, and replace the old confusing names
(unclB[e] and B[e]WD), we propose to call nonsupergiant ob-
jects of the above-described new subgroup FS CMa stars.
The above-presented analysis suggests a set of classification

criteria for FS CMa stars, all of which must be satisfied simul-
taneously, as follows:

1. Observational criteria:

a) Emission-line spectra contain the following: hydrogen
lines that are typically stronger than those in the spectra of Be
stars, HAeBe, and normal supergiants; Fe ii and [O i] lines; and
sometimes [Fe ii] lines and weak [O iii] lines.

b) A large IR excess that peaks at 10Y30 �m and sharply
decreases longward (location in the dashed box in the IRAS
color-color diagram for objects with all three reliably measured
IRAS fluxes).

c) Location outside of star-forming regions.
d ) When present, a secondary companion (i) is typically fainter

and cooler than the primary (if a normal star) and (ii) is degenerate.

Fig. 2.—HRD for FSCMaYtype stars andGalactic B[e] supergiants. The solid
lines show the zero-age main-sequence and evolutionary tracks for single stars
(Schaller et al. 1992) with the initial masses indicated in M�. Fundamental pa-
rameters are listed in Table 1. The five Galactic sgB[e] with well-constrained fun-
damental parameters are located above log (L /L�) � 4:7.
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2. Physical criteria:

a) Teff of the hot star/companion between �9000 and �30,000 K
(O9YA2 type stars).

b) Luminosity of the hot star/companion log (L /L�) between
�2.5 and �4.5.

These criteria separate FS CMa stars almost uniquely. The
only confusion may occur with intermediate-mass post-AGB
stars (see x 4.1) and with sgB[e] due to uncertain luminosity.
Note that the only hot star other than FS CMa or sgB[e] in the
dashed box in Figure 1 is HD 190073, an unusual isolated
HAeBe candidate (Pogodin et al. 2005). Nevertheless, only care-
ful studies of individual objects can reveal their true nature.
Further investigation of the group may reveal more constraints
on both the observed and physical properties of its objects.

How large is the group of FS CMa stars? As was shown above,
the main problems with classifying these objects are an uncertain
60 �m flux and an uncertain luminosity. Therefore, here we list
separately the well-establishedmembers, which have been shown
to satisfy all the selection criteria, and candidates, which only par-
tially meet the selection criteria and are not well-established
members of any other class of object. The former part includes
11 objects from Miroshnichenko et al. (2002a): AS 78, FS CMa,
HD 50138, AS 160, Hen 3-140, Hen 3-303, HD 85567, MWC
623, MWC 342, V669 Cep, and MWC 657. The latter part
( listed in Table 2) contains objects from the original list (Allen &
Swings 1976) with the IRAS colors from the dashed box in
Figure 1 or those rejected as PNe or HAeBe. In addition, a few
sgB[e] candidates with uncertain luminosities can be considered
FS CMa star candidates. These include CI Cam, whose lumi-
nosity has been recently shown to be�104 L� (Miroshnichenko
et al. 2002b; Barsukova et al. 2006), as well as CPD �52 9243,

CPD �57 2874, and MWC 137, whose high luminosities have
not been confirmed yet.

Thus, the FS CMa star group contains 30 objects (including
candidates) fromAllen& Swings (1976) andDong&Hu (1991).
The group includes almost all former unclB[e] except for a few
most poorly studied (e.g., Hen 3-664) or controversial ones (e.g.,
Ve 2-27). A number of new candidates were introduced by
Miroshnichenko et al. (2003c) as a result of a cross-correlation
of the IRAS PSC, the 2MASS catalog (Cutri et al. 2003), and the
USNO-B1.0 catalog (Monet et al. 2003). A detailed study of
these objects will be presented in the next paper of this series.

Belowwe analyze observational properties of FSCMa stars inmore
detail in order to put some constraints on their nature and evo-
lutionary state and justify the rejection of the old name ‘‘unclassified.’’

4. NATURE AND EVOLUTIONARY STATE
OF THE FS CMa STARS

4.1. Evolutionary State

In one of the first papers on FS CMa stars, Miroshnichenko
et al. (2000) tried to show that they are neither preYmain-sequence
nor post-AGBobjects. The discussion has not touched all possible
aspects of the problem. Here more arguments are considered.

PreYmain-sequence stars exhibit much stronger far-IR ex-
cesses (due to cold preexisting dust) and retain them much lon-
ger than the near-IR ones (Miroshnichenko et al. 1996; Malfait
et al. 1998). The only possibility for a preYmain-sequence star
to lose the cold dust first is to be exposed to stellar winds
from nearby stars in dense star-forming regions (Hollenbach &
Adams 2004). In contrast, FS CMa stars are isolated objects. L98
considered a possibility that unclB[e] could be isolated HAeBe,
introduced byGrinin et al. (1991). Nevertheless, isolated HAeBe
aremostlyA-type stars with ‘‘flat’’ IR excesses, typical of preYmain-
sequence objects. Moreover, they exhibit irregular strong days to
weeks long brightness variations (known as Algol-like minima) that
are associated with an optical reddening and increase of the linear
polarization. This phenomenon is interpreted as eclipses of the star
by density enhancements in the dusty disk (for a discussion see
Grinin et al. 1991). Even the most well-observed FS CMa stars (e.g.,
FS CMa, HD 50138, and MWC 342) do not show such a phe-
nomenon. Their brightness variations can be large (up to�2mag),
but they occur on a much longer timescale of at least years, sug-
gesting a different nature than that in isolated HAeBe. Finally,
FS CMa stars have significantly stronger emission-line spectra
that cannot be explained by typical mass-loss/accretion rates in
HAeBe (10�8 to 10�7 M� yr�1; Grady et al. 1996).

Massive post-AGB stars evolve so fast that their spectral
changes due to an increase in Teff can be detected on a timescale
of a decade or so (Blöcker 1995). Their extremely hot photo-
spheres cause strong [O iii] emission lines. FS CMa stars are not
known to show significant spectral changes, and only the hottest
group members show weak [O iii] emissions (e.g., MWC 17).
Moreover, most post-AGB stars show more pronounced far-IR
excesses. The place of FS CMa stars in the IRAS color-color
diagramhas no overlapwith that of post-AGBandPN (Suárez et al.
2006). In addition, post-AGBobjects exhibit supergiant-like optical
spectra due to their low surface gravity, while photospheric line
profiles and HRD locations of FS CMa stars are typical of main-
sequence stars.

Low-mass post-AGB stars (known as RV Tau stars) evolve
too slow to become hot stars while still retaining hot dust formed
during the AGB phase. They may have IRAS colors similar to
those of FS CMa stars, but they are easily separated by lower

TABLE 2

FS CMaYType Star Candidates

Name

(1)

IRAS

(2)

V

(3)

H�

(8)
(4)

References

(5)

IRAS 60 �m

(6)

MWC 17 ............... 01441+6026 13.2 680 1 Typical

MWC 819 ............. 06420+0122 15.3 . . . 2 Extended

He 2-91 ................. 13068�6255 14.4 . . . 3 Contaminated

Pe 2-9.................... 16212�4836 17 . . . 4 Weak

Hen 3-1227 ........... 16348�4517 13.3 . . . 3 Contaminated

AS 222 .................. 17108�3855 13 . . . 3 Extended

AS 225 .................. 17175�3757 12.5 . . . 3 Contaminated

MWC 922 ............. 18184�1302 14.3 . . . 3 Typical

MWC 939 ............. 18313�1738 12.4 390 1 Typical

SS 170................... 18316�0028 14 . . . 3 Weak

M 1-76 .................. 20145+3656 14.7 . . . 5 Typical

MWC 645 ............. 21516+5245 12.5 218 1 Typical

MWC 1055 ........... 22065+5358 12.3 181 1 Typical

Hen 3-230 ............. . . . 12.3 229 1, 3 Contaminated

Hen 3-485 ............. . . . 11.6 165 1, 3 Contaminated

Notes.—Col. (1): Object names. Col. (2): Their IRAS IDs. Col. (3): Visual
brightness. Col. (4): Equivalent width of the H� line. Col. (5): References to the
data. Col. (6): Qualitative description of the IRAS 60 �m data. The description in
col. (6) means the following: typical—the 60 �mYtoY25 �m flux ratio is typ-
ical of FS CMa stars; weak—the flux is too weak to be reliably measured and
is much lower than the 25 �m flux; contaminated—the IRAS source is ob-
served on a complicated background that does not allow reliable fluxmeasurement;
extended—the IRAS source does not fit the point-source template and the flux can
be overestimated.

References.—(1) Zickgraf 2003; (2) Landaberry et al. 2001; (3) Pereira et al.
2003; (4) Stenholm & Acker 1987; (5) Sabbadin & Bianchini 1979.
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surface temperatures. Intermediate-mass post-AGB stars may
have optical spectra and IR SEDs similar to those of FS CMa
stars (e.g., M2-56; Castro-Carrizo et al. 2002). This case needs
further investigation, as the number of well-studied such post-
AGB objects is still small. However, the latter show easily de-
tectable CO line emission that is not observed in FS CMa stars.

Therefore, it seems very likely that FS CMa stars are still on or
close to the main sequence as is indicated by their HRD locations
(see Fig. 2).

4.2. Nature

4.2.1. Single Stars

Studies of individual FS CMa stars attempted to interpret their
unusual properties in the framework of both single star and bi-
nary system models. Since secondary companions are not easily
detectable in FSCMa stars and even known binaries of this type do
not show obvious mass exchange, it seems natural to try to explain
their emission-line spectra by mass loss from single hot stars.

Typical mass-loss rates of O-type stars and B-type supergiants
strongly depend on the stellar mass and luminosity (de Jager et
al. 1988; Vink et al. 2001) and are above 10�7 M� yr�1. Lower
luminosity classical Be stars are fast rotators, lose mass at a rate
that is at least an order of magnitude lower (Prinja 1989), and
have disklike gaseous envelopes. FSCMa stars neither rotate fast
nor are luminous, but most of them have double-peaked Balmer
line profiles typical of disks.

Mass-loss rates have only been published for two B[e] stars
with P Cyg line profiles under the assumption of no matter accu-
mulation in a spherical CS envelope. These objects are the sgB[e]
candidate HD 87643 (de Freitas Pacheco et al. 1982) and AS 78
(Miroshnichenko et al. 2000). In both cases the mass-loss rates
were found to be of the order of 10�6M� yr�1. This is�2 orders
of magnitude above those expected from radiatively driven winds
for stars with the fundamental parameters, which can be estimated
from the location of FS CMa stars in the HRD (Vink et al. 2001).
In general, emission-line spectra reflect the amount of ionized
matter in the CS envelope that could have been accumulated over
a long period of time. Therefore, mass-loss rates derived even
from P Cyg profiles, which do not necessarily imply a spherical
matter distribution, may be significantly overestimated. Neverthe-
less, it is clear that FS CMa stars are surrounded by dense CS
envelopes/disks that containmorematter than those of Be stars and
most supergiants. Currently theory of stellar evolution cannot ex-
plain such a strongmass loss from a single, not rapidly rotating star.

4.2.2. Binary Systems

The above analysis suggests an alternative explanation to the
nature of FS CMa stars: most of them, if not all, may be binary
systems. First of all, a noticeable fraction of these objects are
either already recognized or suspected binaries. Two of them
show signatures of a K-type (MWC 623 and V669 Cep) or a
degenerate (neutron star or black hole; e.g., CI Cam) companion.
Another two exhibit radial velocity or regular brightness varia-
tions that may be attributed to orbital motion (AS 160 andMWC
342). A few others show peculiar spectral line profiles and po-
sitional differences between emission and absorption features
(AS 78, MWC 657, and Hen 3-1398). Finally, FS CMa itself,
HD 50138, and HD 85567 have been found to have companions
by spectroastrometry (Baines et al. 2006). The latter object was
earlier suspected in binarity due to spectroscopic peculiarities
(Miroshnichenko et al. 2001).

Also, in binaries, CS gas may accumulate in the companions’
Roche lobes and/or in the circumbinary area, thusmaking the CS

matter density sufficient for dust formation and requiring smaller
mass-loss rates to explain their strong emission-line spectra. It is
worth noting that sgB[e], which should naturally have stronger
stellar winds than lower luminosity FS CMa stars, do not possess
the highest IR excesses and therefore the largest amount of CS
dust (see Miroshnichenko 2006). This is another indirect evi-
dence in favor of thematter accumulation in the circumbinary area
of FS CMa stars.
In all known binary FS CMa stars except for MWC 623

(Zickgraf 2001), the secondaries are much fainter (�V � 2 mag)
than the B-type primaries. The situation here is similar to that in
Be stars, whose binary nature has been proposed at the time of the
discovery of the B[e] stars (Křiž & Harmanec 1975). A large bright-
ness ratio of the companions in binary Be stars hampers detection of
the secondaries, and only long-term high-resolution spectroscopy
is capable of detecting the orbital motion. We monitor a number
of FS CMa stars spectroscopically and will report our results in
follow-up papers of this series.
Theoretical studies of intermediate-mass binaries (e.g.,Wellstein

et al. 2001) show that systems with certain companion mass ratios
and separations have periods of rapidmass transfer (�10�3M� yr�1),
when the mass gainer cannot accept a large fraction of the in-
coming matter. The latter can be lost from the system and/or form
a circumbinary envelope. FS CMa stars could be good candidates
to verify these results. They might also be transitional objects
between binaryBe stars and symbiotic stars, whose cool primaries
are much more luminous than the hot secondaries.
No companion in known binary FS CMa stars seems to fill its

Roche lobe; therefore, the systems are currently detached. How-
ever, it does not mean that there is no ongoing mass transfer in
them. Studies of some detached binary systems with both cir-
cular (e.g., � Aqr; Bjorkman et al. 2002) and eccentric (e.g., HD
200775; Pogodin et al. 2004) orbits show that companions can
exchange mass through their CS disks. Additional mass loss
from the system cannot be excluded as well. On the other hand, it
seems reasonable to suggest that some FSCMa stars can be some
kind of contact � LyrYtype binaries.
Studies of knowndust-formingB[e] binaries (e.g.,Men’shchikov

&Miroshnichenko 2005), as well as simple calculations of the dust
temperatures under radiative equilibrium, indicate that CS dust is
unlikely to form in the companions’ Roche lobes. Since the dust
is mostly hot, it still forms or has recently formed around the bi-
nary. Otherwise, stellar winds of the companions would move
the dust away, therefore making it colder. Thus, the combination
of the strong emission-line spectra and strong IR excesses in FS
CMa stars (if they are binaries) suggests that they are currently
undergoing or have recently finished a rapid mass transfer phase
of evolution. Other hypotheses can be considered after a closer
study of the entire group.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing our findings, we emphasize that FS CMa stars
are not the original ‘‘zoo’’ of various emission-line objects with
dusty environments, but most likely are a homogeneous group
of possible binaries at a phase of ongoing or recently ended rapid
mass transfer. Nearly 30% of them are either suspected or rec-
ognized binary systems. Their main distinct features are extreme
amounts of CS gas, which causes the strong emission-line
spectra, and a CS dust distribution, which causes the IR flux to
steeply fall longward of 10Y30 �m. They are therefore among
themost complicated objects because both the gaseous and dusty
CS regions need to be taken into account while interpreting the
emergent continuum, spectral line profiles, and SED. In addition,
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binarity can make the CS structure even more complicated com-
pared to those of single stars.

Since most FS CMa stars are relatively distant objects (see
Table 1), it would be hard to prove their binarity even with cur-
rent interferometric capabilities (the expected companion separa-
tions are� 1mas or less). Therefore, the best method to reveal their
properties is frequent high-resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio
spectroscopy aided by multicolor photometry and spectropolarim-
etry. In addition, near- and mid-IR imaging and interferometry may
reveal the structure of the objects’ dusty envelopes.

FS CMa stars along with their higher luminosity sgB[e] coun-
terparts seem to be important in many respects. In general, hot
stars are considered to be significant contributors of gas to the IS
medium (comparable to supernovae; Castor 1993). Similarly,
they could supply a large amount of dust. According to studies
of dust formation in the Milky Way, WR stars may account for
�1%of the dust produced in CS environments (Gehrz 1989;Dwek
1998). These studies did not even consider B-type stars as dust
producers. The wide luminosity range of the Galactic dust-forming
B[e] stars [2:5 � log (L /L�) � 5:1] and their location on theHRD
mostly within the main sequence suggest that dust formation near
hot stars is much more common than previously thought (Fig. 2).

The luminosity range of FS CMa stars alone [2:5 �
log (L /L�) � 4:5] indicates a wide range of their initial masses
and suggests that they should largely outnumber more mas-
siveWR stars, only 24 of which (�10% of all GalacticWR stars;
van der Hucht 2001) are known to produce dust. Also, the dust for-
mation rate in B[e] stars with only a moderate IR excess (RY Sct;

Men’shchikov & Miroshnichenko 2005) seems to be an order of
magnitude higher than in WR stars (Zubko 1998). Therefore, FS
CMa and sgB[e] stars may be responsible for at least a few per-
cent of the Galactic CS dust.

Furthermore, comparison of the HRD locations of FS CMa
stars with both binary (Wellstein et al. 2001) and single star models
(Schaller et al. 1992) shows that it takes them (5Y30) ; 106 yr from
the beginning of themain-sequence stage to reach the dust-forming
stage. Since conditions near them are less ‘‘harsh’’ (less UV radi-
ation due to lower Teff) than those near WR stars, where dust can
survive for�100 yr (Marchenko et al. 2002), and the dust-forming
B[e] stars exist in the lower metallicity environments of the LMC
and SMC (Zickgraf et al. 1986), it is reasonable to suggest that they
might have been important dust producers in the earlier universe.

In this paper analysis of the properties of the most promi-
nent (the brightest and those with the strongest IR excesses)
dust-forming B[e] stars is presented. It served as a basis for a
new study of the IRAS PSC in an attempt to find more such
objects. Nearly 30 new B[e] star candidates were found by
Miroshnichenko et al. (2003c). Our recent observations, which
will be reported in the next paper of this series, have proved that
most of them are indeed dust-forming B[e] stars (mostly FSCMa
stars).

I acknowledge support from NASA grant NAG5-8054. This
research hasmade use of the SIMBAD database operated at CDS,
Strasbourg, France.
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